Finding Your Emotional Balance
Adjusting to the NICU rollercoaster

A new baby is a source of joy and hope. But, when a baby needs care in the NICU, many other emotions mix with those happy feelings.

Many parents of babies in the NICU describe their experience as “an emotional rollercoaster” because of the wide range of emotions they feel during this time. In the first few days to weeks, you will likely feel shock, panic, love, anxiety, delight, anger, frustration, amazement, numbness, hope, sadness, relief, confusion, and more.

Many parents find it hard, or even impossible, to focus. Doing everyday tasks can take great effort, and parents may feel confused or lost. Some want to live at their baby’s bedside. Others distract themselves by keeping busy outside the hospital. It takes time to find the right balance.

How you and your partner react to the stress of having your baby in the NICU will be unique to you. But, here are some things to keep in mind that may help you cope with the “rollercoaster”:

- **All of your feelings are normal.** The strength of your feelings and reactions will slowly decrease over time. But, you can expect that the emotional impact of having a baby in the NICU will be long-lasting and profound.

- **Your partner’s reactions will most likely differ from yours.** Keep talking with your partner so you can each understand what the other is thinking and feeling.

- **How well you understand what is going on will vary from one moment to the next.** Keep asking questions, especially if you do not understand something. Ask your care team to find other words to explain something that is confusing. Some parents find it helpful to write down questions and concerns as they think of them, so that they can ask the care team later.

Keep asking questions if you do not understand something.
• NICU staff realize how hard this situation is, and we sympathize with your emotions. We have seen all kinds of reactions from NICU parents. We will not think less of you or care any less for your baby if you let your emotions show.

• You will have both good and bad days in the NICU. One day your baby will be showing progress, and the next day a complication may arise. This is normal for premature babies, but parents can feel discouraged and drained by these ups and downs. We hope that over time, you and your baby will have more and more good days.

Resource: The Preemie Parents Companion: The Essential Guide for Your Premature Baby in the Hospital, at Home and Through the First Year by Susan L. Madden, MS

Questions?

Your questions are important. Talk with a member of your baby’s healthcare team if you have questions or concerns.

Neonatal Intensive Care Unit:
206.598.4606